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About This Game
You are the member of special detachment for bio weapons elimination. The main character separated from detachment that
after some time is taken unawares and dismantled. The main character alone tries to destroy bio weapons called Nano Project
that improves all human abilities and makes him insensible to get the perfect strike force.
Game features:

Dynamic gameplay in oldschool style
Different arsenal and different types of enemies
Driving soundtrack
Graphics in the best traditions of 90s
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Title: Nano Project
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Summer Media
Publisher:
Summer Media
Release Date: 24 May, 2017

a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows XP or higher
Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo (or equivalent)
Memory: 512 MB RAM
Graphics: 512MB
DirectX: Version 9.0
Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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this gonna be goooood. Quite expandsive game. Had a few problems with Warehouses not showing up when trying to buy wares
on the global market. Also the workers being unassigned from the production line, as soon as i closed down the window of the
building. Otherwise allright game. So i guess this guy has indeed deleted some of the stolen art - the thing is now you CAN"T
COMPLETE THE GAME, because you aren't able to reverse one of the cards in level 25 xD.. wish they add more formats and
rigging option\/pose option to the menu. Its okay for the use of seeing most of the pc characters in 3d. However most models i
try to view come in messed up or no texture at all.. this game is a great game,hope the sequal is more better should actually be a
tillogy or ten of these.cant wait for merchendise of the puppets in real life i give this game a 10\/10 hope markiplier,
jacksecptice,lordminion77 plays this game.. This is one of those games that have great ideas but poor execution and I wouldn't
recommend this game to anyone until they fix it.
This game is pretty much audiosurf (yes, custom music) but an fps, except there are more controls and is wonky as hell.
Controls are unresponsive and glitchy. Holding space while jumping off the wall causes some sort of stroke, it just feels off.
Lives pretty much are useless considering that the game almost always spawns you so close to a wall that you can't dodge it. One
other thing that bugged me was that using the exit button causes the game to stop responding/crash instead of cleanly closing
(although this could be a Unity thing).
The only upside of this is the custom music import feature and graphics. You can choose from a couple of different themes
which include v a p o u r w a v e and a nice looking visualiser in the background.
tl;dr: Bad controls but good visuals. Best game xd. it's alright haha. It's good for achievements if you collect them.
Wanted to say: it's an average clicker game, but no.
Click evade box, click target box and wish good luck.
There's no gameplay at all.
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Pixel Shinobi is a solid platformer. It's hard and you'll die a lot, but it never feels cheap and it's consistently entertaining.
The stealth mechanics are simple enough, and stealthy assassinations require some exact timing to pull off—exactly as it should
be—which makes it feel extra rewarding when you slaughter everything without being seen. Tight controls and challenging AI
make for excellent fights when you are seen, even against fairly basic enemies, and the bosses I've fought so far are tough and
memorable. Gameplay is a clear 10/10.
My complaints are minor, mostly related to translations so laughably poor it almost seems intentional. I would like to see labels
and tooltips for crafting and inventory management, as well, because you can't tell what the hell anything does until you actually
use it.
Overall, this is a must-own for people who love ninja games, and I highly recommend it for everyone else. I bought it on sale
and it feels like a bargain, and it's still in Early Access.. I love Endless Space 2, it is one of my favorite games of all time, and
my favorite 4x game ever. But this DLC is probably the weakest link in Endless Space's wonderful lineup of add-on content.
I would personally advise against getting this DLC (and suggest picking up every single other one). The new empire is an
awesome idea, and so is the new hacking mechanic, but they are fundamentally flawed in a way that makes me think there is
little chance it will all be fixed.
In short, having your empire hacked every other turn and having to manually search for the effects, lower happiness of your
citizens to root out sleepers, having your empire's government type change periodically, is all not very fun. It could be, if the
game gave you more tools to see what is going on, and have a genuine impact on it, but alas, the mechanic is just not as fleshed
out as it could have been. I hold out hope they will fix it, but I fear they may already be working on the next DLC. Either way,
this game is great, so don't let one bad DLC scare you away from an otherwise incredible 4x experience.. I recommend this title
if you are looking for a quirky light heart RPG with an old school battle system. I look forward in future titles from this author..
It's pretty cute. Got the spiders, made them a theocratic ologiarchy with egalitarianism and pacificsim, and called the leader
Space Pope. that alone is wirht it.. BEST THING EVER!!!
You can be RUSKI and True SLAV whith this pack
Wuld recomend!!!!
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